Abstract-Nature possesses a secret formula for the energy as a function of the structure of a protein. In protein design, approximations are made to both the structural representation of the molecule and to the form of the energy equation, such that the existence of a general energy function for proteins is by no means guaranteed. Here, we present new insights toward the application of machine learning to the problem of finding a general energy function for protein design. Machine learning requires the definition of an objective function, which carries with it the implied definition of success in protein design. We explored four functions, consisting of two functional forms, each with two criteria for success. Optimization was carried out by a Monte Carlo search through the space of all variable parameters. Cross-validation of the optimized energy function against a test set gave significantly different results depending on the choice of objective function, pointing to relative correctness of the built-in assumptions. Novel energy cross terms correct for the observed nonadditivity of energy terms and an imbalance in the distribution of predicted amino acids. This paper expands on the work presented at the 2012 ACM-BCB.
INTRODUCTION
T HE problem of finding Nature's secret formula for the energy of a protein was explored at ACM-BCB in Orlando, Florida, October 2012. This paper expands on the work presented at that conference, with new data, expanded methods, additional analysis, and with new insights gained through conversations at that conference.
Computational protein design solves the inverse protein folding problem-predicting the sequences of lowest energy given the protein tertiary structure [1] , [2] , [3] . The goal of computational sequence design is to search for protein sequences that hold desired structural and functional characteristics. Several studies have shown the success of computational protein design in different applications, such as increasing protein thermal stability [4] , [5] , [6] , producing artificial enzymes [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , introducing novel functions to existed proteins [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , improving binding affinity of proteins [15] , [16] , and even generating a novel protein topology [17] .
The assumption that proteins fold to the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) [18] provides the basis for an algorithm that optimizes energy as a function of the structure. However, due to computational limitations the search requires 1. a coarse graining of the structure as a sequence of discrete side-chain rotamers [19] , [20] , [21] ,
2. an assumption of minimal backbone conformational flexibility, where a fixed backbone or a feasible set of backbones are used [22] , [23] , [24] , 3. an approximation of the energy model as a pairwise decomposition, and 4. an efficient algorithm for searching the configurational space of rotamers and backbones, such as dead-end elimination [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , Monte Carlo [31] , [32] , [33] , genetic algorithm [5] , [34] and branch-and-bound algorithm [35] , [36] , [37] , and algorithms for sampling backbone conformations [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] . These assumptions strike a compromise between speed and accuracy. The accuracy is adequate to the extent that the GMEC is still the native configuration.
The energy model generally includes van der Waals (VDW) interactions, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and solvation, each of which addresses a distinct behavior of the system. Although it is similar to the one used in molecular dynamics in many respects, the energy model used in computational protein design has unique features. The bonded energy terms often are ignored because fixed backbone atoms and rotamer libraries are used. The optimal relative contributions of individual energy terms may differ from those used in molecular dynamics because of the discretization of the side chains and the limited flexibility of the backbone in protein design. Successful discretization requires that the calculated energy of a rotameric state represent the lowest energy of all nearby, slightly rotated and shifted states. The most successful designs predict their corresponding crystal structure within 1.0 to 1.5-# A RMSD [17] , or approximately the length of one chemical bond.
Most search algorithms used in protein design require that the energy is calculated as a sum of pairwise terms, but this two-body decomposition hampers the accurate modeling of at least two important energetic components: hydrogen bonding and solvation energies, both better expressed as multibody terms. Additional terms may be used to correct perceived weaknesses in the model. For example, void space is disfavored in protein structures [42] but resists modeling as a two-body equation. To penalize voids in the context of a fixed backbone, an energy term is added, which is inversely proportional to the volume of the side chains in buried residues, forcing the selection of larger side chains, resulting in a tighter side-chain packing in the core. Also, using the knowledge that H-bond donor or acceptor atoms are rarely unpaired in the buried state, we can penalize pairwise interactions of donor/acceptor atoms to nondonor/nonacceptor atoms. Pruning conformations with unpaired H-bond donor/acceptor atoms was previously found to be crucial for success in designing the binding specificity of periplasmic binding proteins [12] .
Often the energy mode assumes that energy terms are independent, and the total energy is simply the linear sum of the individual terms, where weights are used to define the relative contribution of terms. However, it is likely that energy terms in the model may actually correlate with each other to some extent because they describe similar interactions, leading to overcounting or undercounting depending on whether the correlation is positive or negative. For example, clearly the volume-based term will be correlated with the VDW interactions, since both are roughly proportional to the atom density. Also, hydrogen bonding between donor and acceptor atoms occurs at VDW interaction distances, implying a correlation or anticorrelation between these two terms. A linear sum of weighted terms cannot capture these covariances, leading to an inaccurate energy [43] .
Because the relative contributions of statistical interactions of energy terms are not known a priori, they are determined by optimization of an objective function that is tied to a training set of experimental data. The validity of the optimized energy model is measured using statistical cross validation by calculating the objective function on an independent test set of experimental data. Here, the choice of objective function plays a critical role in the successful generalization of the model. If the assumptions built into the objective function are true and good, and the experimental data are representative, then the optimized energy model will be more general-in our view, closer to the function used by Nature.
In this paper, we explore the validity of four objective functions and three linear and nonlinear energy functions for protein design, using statistical cross validation. The objective functions measure the success in prediction of either the amino acid sequence or the rotamer structure, using either the total log likelihood or the sum of probabilities. The results are a generally applicable energy function that accurately predicts sequence and structure in known proteins, and some insights into the best assumptions for constructing an objective function for energy function optimization.
METHODS

The Rotamer Library
The Richardson backbone-independent rotamer library [21] is used in this study with some modifications. Polar hydrogen atoms of each rotamer are added for modeling electrostatic interactions. Two types of dummy atoms representing ideal positions for H-bond acceptor and donor atoms were added for modeling of hydrogen bonding interactions. The dummy atoms (DUM) for H-bond acceptors are positioned along the axis of the bond to a polar hydrogen, at a distance of 2.8 # A from the donor atom. The dummy atoms (LP) for H-bond donors are placed at a distance of 2.8 # A from the H-bond acceptor atom along the axis of the lone-pair orbitals, and separated by 120 degrees, expect for ND1 on His and OH on Tyr, which only have one lone pair dummy atom. Extra rotamers for LP and DUM atoms were generated by 1) assigning 2 of Ser, Thr, and Cys, and 3 of Tyr to À60, 60, and 180 degrees, 2) defining three different protonated states of histidine, and 3) flipping 2 of Asn and His, and 3 of Gln by 180 degrees to include missing rotamers in the original rotamer library [44] . The total number of rotamers is thereby increased to 296.
The Training and Testing Protein Sets
The training and testing proteins are chosen from a curated nonredundant data set of 100 high-resolution protein structures [45] . Only proteins with single chains and with no missing side-chain/backbone atoms in the middle of chains are kept. A final set of 80 proteins was selected ( Table 1 ) that covers a variety of tertiary structure types. The overall resolutions of selected proteins range from 0.8 to 1.7 # A. Forty proteins of the list are used to derive the weights of the energy function, and the remaining 40 proteins are used for the evaluation test. Residues in N-or C-termini that do not have coordinates are ignored both for training and testing. When a protein structure has multiple models, only the first model was used. Only the first conformation is considered if there are alternative conformations. Polar hydrogen atoms and dummy atoms are added to all proteins as described above. To assign rotamer intrinsic energies to native side-chain conformations, we used the rotamer with the minimum RMSD to the native conformation.
The Energy Function
A physical-based pairwise energy function is developed to score and evaluate side-chain conformations, examine the effect of the objective functions in the parameter optimization, investigate the correlations of energy terms, and study the performance in reproducing the trend of experimental data. Atom radii, well depths, surface tensions, and atomic partial charges of GROMOS96 force field (ffG43a1) [46] are used in the energy model. Pairwise van der Waals radii between unbonded atoms are derived from 900 highest resolution crystal structures from PDBselect-25 April 2007 list [47] or simply adapted from the GROMOS force field. The energy function (1) is a linear combination of weighted nonbonded energy terms including:
1. van der Waals interactions (E Rep and E Att ), 2. electrostatic interactions (E Elect ), 3. hydrogen bonding energies (E Hb and E NonHb ), 4. solvation energies (E Solv1 and E Solv2 ), 5. rotamer intrinsic energies (E Rot ), 6. void space energies (E V ol ), and 7. amino acid reference energies (E Ref ). Scale factors (w) are applied to each energy term, and these are determined through the parameter optimization:
Van der Waals Interaction
The van der Waals energy includes the repulsive interaction (E Rep ) and the attractive interaction (E Att ) of the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential. Two models of van der Waals interaction are evaluated in this study. In the first model, pairwise van der Waals radii between unbonded atoms are derived from the 900 highest resolution crystal structures from PDBselect-25 April 2007 list. The energies are as follows:
where R ij is the distance between atoms i and j, R 0 is the equilibrium pairwise van der Waals radii, and D 0 is the well depth that describe the strength of interactions. The D 0 parameter is left out in the van der Waals energy calculation, as it is included in the weights. To compensate for the discrete nature of rotamers and the restrictive effect of fixed backbones, which can result in correct sequences being rejected due to minor collisions that could be relieved by small adjustments of rotamers and/or backbones, the van der Waal radii are scaled by ¼ 0.9 [52] . This provides some extra space in which to move the side chain. In the second model, the 12th power van der Waals repulsion term is softened by a switching to a linear form at short distances, where R ij < 0:9R 0 :
To avoid the special cases of two-bond and three-bond interactions, E Rep and E Att are not evaluated between atoms in rotamer r at residue s or between atoms of rotamer r at residue s and the local backbone atoms of residue s À 1, s, and s þ 1. E Rep and E Att are set to zero if the distance R ij is larger than a cutoff value of 8 # A. Hydrogen and dummy atoms are excluded from the van der Waals energy calculation.
Electrostatic Interaction
The electrostatic interactions between two atoms are calculated with a linear distance-dependent dielectric constant [53] :
where Q i and Q j are partial charges of an interaction pair of atom i and j, f is the well depth defined in GROMOS96 force field, R ij is the distance between two atoms, and d ¼ 40R ij is a distance-dependent dielectric constant. The simple implementation of the distance-dependent dielectric constant not only models environmental changes from the center of protein core to the surface, but also provides a convenient, inexpensive, and fairly crude approximation to the solvent effect.
Hydrogen Bonding
A simple energy function of hydrogen bonding is used in this study to avoid unfavorable hydrogen bonding geometry in the structure and to prevent the burial of H-bond donors. Two kinds of hydrogen bonding energy are included in this model to 1) favor the formation of H-bonds (E Hb ) and to 2) penalize unsatisfied H-bond donors and acceptors (E NonHb ). First, the ideal H-bond geometric templates for H-bond donor atoms of backbones and rotamers are created to place dummy atoms, which represent the spacial positions that must be occupied by the H-bond acceptor and donor atoms. Dummy atoms are placed for all polar hydrogen atoms and H-bond acceptor atoms, which mimic the optimal locations of H-bond acceptor and donor atoms, respectively. E Hb and E NonHb can then be modeled for two atoms i and j as a normal distribution in distance:
if atom i is a dummy atom and atom j is a H-bond acceptor or donor atom, or vice versa,
if atom i is a dummy atom and atom j is not a H-bond acceptor or donor atom, or vice versa, and
if both atoms i and j are dummy atoms, where is the estimated optimal energy of forming a H-bond, and ' are the Gaussian decay parameters, predetermined as 0.1 and 0.25, respectively, and R ij is the distance between two atoms.
Atoms that are covalently bonded to H-bond acceptor atoms are excluded in the E NonHb calculation to avoid overpenalizing unsatisfied H-bond pairs resulting from the formation of H-bonds. The parameters and 0 are included in weights and determined by the parameter search.
Solvation Energy
The desolvation of hydrophobic side chains is the main driving force of protein folding, and implicit solvent models are often used in computational protein design to address the effect. The simplest implicit solvent model is used in this study to achieve a fast access of the solvation energy [54] , [55] , where it is expressed as the free energy of proteins in solvent (ÁG) assuming the energy to be proportional to buried solvent accessible surface areas (so-called SAS) of atoms in the protein structures [56] :
i2 all atoms of a residue
where A i is the solvent accessible surface area of atom i and i is the atomic surface tension derived from the force field.
To remain consistent with the search algorithms used in computational design, a pairwise decomposition of the solvation potential [54] , [57] is implemented with two components, E solv1 for rotamer/backbone interactions and E solv2 for rotamer/rotamer interactions:
where ÁG i;local is the solvation free energy derived from the SAS of the residue i in the presence of the local tripeptide (residue i À 1; i; i þ 1), ÁG i;bb and ÁG j;bb are the solvation free energies derived, respectively, from the SAS of the residue i and j in the presence of the backbone, ÁG i;local À ÁG i;bb is the solvation free energy derived by the SAS of the residue i buried by parts of the backbone excluding the local tripeptide, and ÁG ij;bb is the solvation free energy derived from SAS, where residues i and j are coexisted in the presence of the backbone. The overcounting of the surface area resulting from pairwise calculations is solved by a predetermined scale factor of s ¼ 0:67 [54] . Solvent accessible surface areas are obtained by scaling up contact surface areas calculated from MASKER [58] and the scale factor is included in weights and are determined by the parameter search. This model reflects the dependence of exposed residues/atoms on the hydrophobicity of proteins.
Rotamer Intrinsic Energy
The intrinsic energies of rotamers given an amino acid (also called rotamer self-energy) are represented by
where f observed;r is the frequency of a rotamer r given a particular amino acid, which is observed from the statistical analysis of the protein rotamer preference and is calculated as the number of a particular rotamer divided by the number of total rotamers from the amino acid. f expected;r is the expected frequency of a rotamer r given a particular amino acid and is calculated as one divided by the number of rotamers given the amino acid.
Void Space Energy
The void space energies are used to model the effectiveness of side-chain packing and to favor the conformations that have tighter packing. The energies are reversely proportional to the volume of rotamers and only applied for buried side chains:
where V r is the volume of the buried rotamer r. Rotamer volumes were precalculated.
Amino Acid Reference Energy
The amino acid reference energies are sequence specific energies that implicitly model changes in the stability of the unfolded state of the protein with mutation:
where ref aa is an amino acid specific energy and N aa is the count of the amino acid.
Parameterization of the Energy Function
The weights addressing relative contributions of energy terms are optimized using defined objective functions. Several objective functions have been examined in this study, where the weights are optimized to maximize the Boltzmann probabilities of the native residues (sequence recovery) or the native side-chain conformations (structure recovery) at each residue of the training proteins. This datadriven optimization of parameters assumes that the native selection (either the native side chain or the native sidechain conformation) should be the lowest energy selection. Any side chain that has a B factor larger than 60 is excluded in the training process, leaving 7,191 residues (or 6,523 residues when not including Gly) for training. The weights w of the energy function 1) are determined by maximizing the objective functions (15) and (16) over all residues in the 40 training set proteins as a function of w. The objective functions sum the probabilities, or logprobabilities, of the native residues, or the native rotamer, for each residue in the protein training set, and are formulated as
where the denominator of the distribution functions is the sum of the exponential to the power of negative total energy E for all rotamers r over all 20 amino acids at residue i of protein t, and the numerator S (structure oriented) is
where R is the native side-chain conformation at residue i of protein t in structure recovery. The numerator S (sequence
where R 0 are all rotamers of the native residue at residue i of protein t in sequence recovery [18] . Two objective functions have different operations: one (15) is the sum of the probabilities and the other one (16) is the sum of the log of the probabilities. In the training process, only one rotamer of a residue is changed at a time and the total energy is calculated in the context of the structure, where all other residues are kept in their native conformations. Only the neighboring side chains need to be considered in energy calculations. Any side chain that has one side chain atom located within 5-# A radius of any side-chain atom of the residue i and has a B factor larger than 60 is defined as a neighboring side chain of i.
The parameter search is performed using the replicaexchange Monte Carlo simulation [48] . Briefly, it assumes a system consisting of multiple replicas (R 1 ; R 2 ; . . .; R x ) of a potential solution to the optimized weights. Each replica has an associated and unique temperature, and replicas are arranged in the order of temperatures from high to low
Starting from an initial set of random weights, each replica then in parallel performs a simple Monte Carlo search of 1,000 substitution steps. A substitution is performed by randomly selecting one weight and randomly perturbing it. The probability of accepting the perturbed weight is governed by the Metropolis criterion, based on the change in the objective function. After 1,000 steps, current values of the objective function are compared between replica R x and its neighboring replica R xÀ1 that has a higher temperature, and an exchange of weights is made if the higher temperature replica has the higher objective function or if the difference in objective function satisfies a similar Metropolis criterion. The exchanged weights are then served as a new set of initial weights and the iteration continues until the weights from the lowest-temperature replica R 1 are converged.
The parameter search was performed using SUR Blue Gene/L cluster of RPI (www.scorec.rpi.edu/wiki/SUR_ Blue_Gene). One thousand and twenty-four replicas are used in the training and the temperatures of replicas range from 10 6 to 10 À7 . A temperature annealing factor of 0.97 is used to build the profile of the temperature gradient among replicas. The replica-exchange Monte Carlo simulation algorithm is coded in fortran90 using message passing interface (MPI). The optimization process was repeated independently three times to confirm convergence.
Evaluation of the Energy Function
To evaluate the energy function derived from the parameter search, prediction accuracy of native side-chain conformations on fixed backbones was analyzed. For each residue of the test set proteins, the prediction is performed by identifying the lowest energy rotamer through the calculation of total energy from derived energy function in the context of neighboring side chains. The neighboring side chains are assigned as described above. The rest of the structure is kept in the native conformation for each prediction, and only the neighboring side chains of the predicting residue are considered in the rotamer-rotamer and rotamer-backbone energy calculation. The accuracy of the prediction was assessed by asking 1) if the lowest energy rotamer also is the native residue, 2) if the lowest energy rotamer also is the native rotamer, or 3) if the native rotamer conformation is within the top 1.5, 3.0, or 6.0 percent of the lowest energy rotamers.
RESULTS
Reproducing native-like protein sequences given desired backbone structures is a good test for a protein design algorithm. Here, we have tested four ways of formulating this definition of success in protein design, validating optimized energy functions using the accuracy in predicting the native sequence or side-chain structure on a test set.
Qualitative Analysis of the Objective Functions
Objective functions guide the parameter optimization process and define the criteria of success. We do not have access to true energies in general, since very few of the mutations used in this process have actually been made and evaluated [49] . Instead, we rely on an assumption that is generally accepted as more often right than wrong that the native amino acid at each position has a relatively low energy as compared to all other amino acids, in the context of its local structural environment. This is likely to be a good assumption, since during the process of evolution side chains have been sampled and accepted or rejected based on the stability of protein structure and the survival of function.
Here, we inspect two ways of formulating the objective function, (15) and (16), and two ways of targeting it, either structure oriented (17) or sequence oriented (18) . Each objective function was used to optimize the parameters of the energy model to convergence. The resulting energy models were validated using side-chain prediction on a test set. Note that Gly residues were not included in training, and weights were forced to sum to one during the training.
Rotamer Probabilities
Energy terms may be converted to probabilities using the Boltzmann distribution equation. The partition function in the denominator of the (19) is the sum of frequencies over all rotamers at residue i of protein t, while the numerator S is the sum of frequencies of the rotamers having native amino acids at that residue:
The objective function for all residues over all proteins in the training set may be expressed by: 1) summing the probabilities over all residues, AEP (15), or by 2) summing the log of the probabilities over all residues, AElnP (16). Both functions reach a maximum when all of the native side chains are lowest in energy, but they differ in the relative contributions of high-energy terms.
As shown in Table 3 , the performance of the resulting energy function is slightly better when the weights were trained using AElnP objective function, indicating that the AElnP objective function gives an energy model that better separates native rotamer conformations from nonnative conformations.
The rationale for this result becomes clear when considering the relative effect on the objective function of a high-energy native rotamer, as would occur more often if the weights deviated more from optimal. A high energy produces a near-zero Boltzmann probability S, contributing little to the AEP objective function, but produces a large negative lnP, making the AElnP objective function more sensitive to errors.
Sequence Recovery or Structure Recovery
The target for optimization, the numerator in the objective function, may be defined to be the native amino acid (18) , or the native rotamer of the native amino acid (17) . Sequence recovery (18) trains the energy function to reproduce the native sequence, allowing a native side chain with a nonnative rotamer. Structure recovery (17) trains the energy function to discriminate between the native and all other rotamers.
Although the meaning of the objective function has been altered, both the optimized weights (Table 2 ) and the accuracy of side-chain prediction (Table 3) show only minor differences, indicating that when the native amino acid is selected it is generally also the native rotamer. Structure recovery is a more powerful training strategy by a small margin when the AElnP functional form is used, again because high-energy native rotamers add a greater penalty.
Because the aim of computational protein design is to find lowest energy sequences and finding sequences fits better to the downstream process of creating molecules, we decided to use objective functions that target sequence recovery (18) and works in log space (16) for the following studies. Excluding Gly from the training resulted in false positive and false negative predictions of glycines and glycine positions (data not shown), suggesting that all possibilities must be considered during training so as to have a general model. Gly is included in the following studies.
Dependency between Energy Terms
The energy model often consists of physics-based pairwise energy terms that are combined linearly (1), assuming additivity. However, it is known that different energy terms are correlated. This could result from the physics behind energy terms or simply from artificial effects of correction terms in the equation. The correlations and anticorrelations between terms implies an over-and undercounting in energy calculation, making a balance between energy terms hard to achieve. And it can never be achieved if a linear combination of correlated energy terms is used without some type of correction.
Correlations of Energies
The individual unweighted energy terms were calculated for all 7,191 residues in the training protein set, using the neighboring side chains as described above. All the side chains were kept in native conformations when calculating energies. Correlation coefficients (Table 4 ) between any two terms were calculated and only those that have strong correlations (>0:5 or <À0:5) are further discussed. Among those with strong correlations, the void space energy (E V ol ) used to model tighter packing has the highest number of correlations to other energy terms.
Some of the correlations are easy to explain. For example, higher VDW repulsion energy (E Rep ) often occurs where the (17) , oriented objective functions using the sum of probability, AEP (15), or the sum of log probability, AElnP (16), were used in the optimization of weights.
TABLE 4 Correlation Coefficients between Any Two Unweighted Energy Terms
Results from the original energy model (upper right) and after leaving out E NonHb and E V ol and adapting soften VDW repulsion (lower left) are shown. Correlation coefficients greater than 0.5 or less than À0.5 are shown in bold.
buried side-chain volume is large, translating to a lower energy E V ol , and giving a negative correlation between E Rep -E V ol . This also explains the positive correlation between VDW attraction (E Att ) and E V ol . Larger side chains tend to block the dummy atoms (DUM or LP) from H-bond donor or acceptor atoms in hydrogen bonding interactions, and result in unfavorable E NonHb energies, giving a negative correlation between E NonHb -E V ol . The positive correlation between E Rep -E NonHb can also be understood considering the explanations for E Rep -E V ol and E NonHb -E V ol . The positive correlation between E Elect and E Hb agrees with the fact that partial charges on H-bond donor and acceptor atoms also favor the charge-charge interactions. Moreover, forming hydrogen bonds should compensate for the increased VDW interactions, which rationalizes the relationships of E Rep -E Hb and E Att -E NonHb . It is expected that both E Rep -E Att and E Hb -E NonHb have negative correlations because these are pairs of opposite energies. It is not obvious how the correlations of solvation energies (E Solv1 ; E Solv2 ) to other terms can be elucidated, although the correlation analysis captures these.
Cross Terms
Seeing that some energy terms heavily depend on others, it poses a question about the correctness of a linear combination of energies. Thermodynamic additivity is a fundamental principle of chemical systems, and to imply that the true energy function should include terms where energy is multiplied by energy seems to be a violation of this principle. But when we consider that each term is simply a function of the atoms and their coordinates, multiplying terms is a way of creating multibody energy terms. By defining the functional form, we are asking the machine learning protocol to find new multibody terms that correct for the nonadditivity of the simple terms. If we did not consider this cross talk between energy terms, some energies may be overcounted and others underestimated.
Here, we introduce cross terms for each of the pairs of energetic terms that are observed to be highly correlated or anticorrelated. Given two correlated energy terms E a and E b , the cross term is expressed as
where w ab is the cross weight for the cross term, which can be determined by machine learning. Since the energy used in computational protein design is further decomposed into the energy of backbone-rotamer (self-energy, E self ) and the energy of rotamer-rotamer (pairwise energy, E pair ), the cross term can be further expressed either as separate,
or as combined,
terms, where the cross term is applied either to the pairwise energy and the self-energy separately (21) or to the sum of E pair and E self for both term E a and E b (22) . Using the cross terms with (9) requires N times more memory space to store pairwise and self-energies for N energy terms considered in making corrections for overcounting. The cross terms are then added to the (1) to obtain the total energy.
Parameter optimizations were performed as described above with extra 12 cross terms, one for each correlation found in Table 4 . The resulting energy functions were cross validated by side-chain prediction as before. As shown in Table 3 , using the cross terms significantly increases the side-chain prediction accuracy, both for structure and for sequence recovery. The "combined" mode (22) performs better than the "separate" mode (21) , and the native residues predicted correctly increase from $25 to $44 percent when the "combined" cross term is used.
Further analysis of the prediction accuracy across 20 amino acids (Fig. 1) shows a dramatic rescue of correct predictions for polar side chains, such as Asp, Glu, Lys, Asn, Gln, Arg, Ser, and Thr, when cross terms are applied. Phe, His, Pro, Trp, and Tyr also have different degree of increase in correct prediction. The "combined" mode tends to be slightly better over 20 amino acids than the "separate" mode.
Correction for False Prediction Biases
The overall false prediction (Table 6 ) shows a strong bias toward Gly when the cross terms are not used. Although the false prediction is more evenly distributed across 20 amino acids while the energy function is corrected by the cross terms, false prediction biases largely in favor of Cys, Gly and His can still be observed. It may not be possible to have a perfect energy function that completely eliminates false prediction, but having strong false prediction biases to certain amino acids shows the energy model needs to be fine turned. The result indicates energy terms specific for individual amino acids, which capture the energetic difference of residues and correct the biases observed, are missing in our energy model. The missing term often is treated as the amino acid reference energy, and it is interpreted to capture the energetic differences between individual amino acid types in the unfolded state [18] , [50] , [51] .
Amino Acid Reference Energies
To balance the composition of false prediction in protein design, the amino acid reference energy (14) was added to Fig. 1 . Accuracy of predicting native residues as the lowest energy conformations. The side-chain prediction is correct if the lowest energy conformations have the native residues. The prediction is made using optimized energy functions with "combined" (green), "separate" (red), or without cross terms (blue).
our energy model. Parameter optimization was performed with 20 new energy terms, ref aa , one for each amino acid. The parameters are trained with and without the "combined" cross terms (22) for comparison.
As the result showed in Table 4 , adding the amino acid reference energy into the energy model improves the prediction accuracy by $25 percent when the native sidechain conformations are within top 1.5$6.0 percent of the lowest energy conformations, although both the prediction of native residues as the lowest energy conformations (Best) and as the lowest energy sequences (Sequence) do not improved as much as using the cross terms. The energy function with both the reference terms and the cross terms shows the best performance in all our measurements. Above 80 percent of the true conformations are predicted with favorable energies that are within top 6 percent. About 53 percent of the native residues are predicted as the lowest energy sequences, which is comparable to the previous study; however, adding the reference energy does not correct all of the false prediction biases, either with or without the cross terms. Interestingly, the retraining moved these biases to other amino acids, now overpredicting Ala instead of Cys or Gly.
Leaving Out Energy Terms
An alternative way to resolve the nonadditivity of energy terms is to leave out the most highly correlated terms from the model. The correlation study (Table 4 , upper right) shows that the most nonadditive energy terms are E NonHb and E V ol , which are highly correlated with VDW interactions. E NonHb is designed to disfavor unsatisfied H-bond donor and acceptor atoms, but penalizing atoms other than H-bond donors and acceptors that occupies the dummy positions is also captured by the VDW interactions from the donors and acceptors. E V ol is introduced to help the formation of tighter packing in protein cores by favoring side chains with larger volume; however, a well-optimized VDW attraction term E Att should have the same effect. Leaving out E NonHb and E V ol may, therefore, have a minor effect on accuracy but with the advantage of potentially removing eight of the high correlations. In addition, VDW repulsion interactions would need to be softened after removing these two terms. We chose a linearized LennardJones potential [60] , where the 12th power term has been changed to a linear relationship with distance.
Knowing that the amino acid reference energy does not eliminate the false prediction biases, a two-step optimization strategy was adopted with the aim of having the designed sequences reproduce the composition of naturally occurred protein sequences. That is, we minimize the difference between native and predicted amino acid distribution, X aa jN aa;prdicted À N aa;native j; ð23Þ in a second, after step all parameters are optimized with the objective function described above. In the second step, an extra term is added to the objective function:
where N aa;predicted is the number of the residues that have the amino acid aa being predicted as the lowest energy residue, and N aa;native is the number of the residues that have the amino acid aa in the training protein set. Only 20 ref aa are allowed to be refined in the second-step optimization with the goal of minimizing (23) .
As shown in Table 4 (lower left), the modified energy function eliminates nine out of 12 correlations originally found and brings two correlations, E Att -E Hb , and E Elect -E Rep above 0.5. The optimization of the modified energy function is performed without the cross terms, unneeded because the most important correlations have now been removed. The second step of optimization decreased the value of (23) from 3,314 to 8 on the training set and from 3,662 to 556 on the test set, making the distribution of designed amino acids closer to the true, natural distribution (Fig. 2) . The prediction accuracy has slightly decreased by 8$9 percent in all measures (Table 5 , last row) but the false predictions (Table 6 , last column) are now more evenly distributed. (22) . e. The amino acid reference energy terms are added as (14) . f. Both the amino acid reference energy (14) and the cross terms (22) are added. g. The modified energy function with the amino acid reference energy is optimized using two-step optimization.
Careful inspection revealed a concern that oppositely charged atoms were too close in some of the false-positive rotamers. This occurred because the hyperbolic attractive Coulomb potential overwhelms the linearized LennardJones potential at very short distances. The problem is easily fixed, fortunately. This artifact explains the strong negative correlation, E Elect -E Rep .
DISCUSSION
We first examined different ways of summing the probabilities in objective functions, either using the sum of the probabilities of wild-type amino acids AEP (15) or the sum of the logs of those probabilities AElnP (16). Although both can find weights that maximize the probability of recovering wild-type residues in designs, the AElnP function treats each residue as an independent event and gives all events equal weight, while the AEP function focuses the training in proportion to the degree that the residue is already correctly predicted, downplaying the incorrectly predicted residues. The implicit assumption for AElnP is that all residues have evolved to their lowest energy rotamer, while the implicit assumption for AEP is that most but not necessarily all residues have evolved to their lowest energy rotamer.
The accuracy of side-chain prediction using energy weights trained by AElnP is significantly better than the weights trained by AEP. This result is explained by observing that poorly predicted residues contribute little to AEP but they greatly affect AElnP, specifically in the numerator (19) . We also observed that weights trained by AEP favored VDW repulsion energy and void space energy, whereas weights trained using AElnP also favored solvation energy. The steepness of the VDW repulsion energy function means that a change in its weight has a larger effect on P when P is approaching one, since erroneous rotamers (in the denominator) are more likely to have collisions than correct ones. But many of these collisions are an artifact of the graininess of the rotamer library. Differences in solvation energy, parameterized on buried surface area, are insensitive to the graininess of the library and probably more relevant to natural selection. The objective function that better diffuses the contributions over all residues (i.e., AElnP) favors the descriminating power of the solvation energy in predicting the wild-type rotamer. When using AEP, more of the weights converged on zero, as compared to using AElnP, probably due to the domination of the VDW repulsion term.
The whole training process can be viewed as a test of the validity of the assumptions built into the objective functions. To reiterate, the AElnP assumes all rotamers are in their lowest energy state, while for AEP assumes that some of them are not in their lowest energy state, given the imperfect way energy is calculated. Both objective functions have their theoretical justification, as described above. AEP suggests that true rotamers with poor energies can be "swept under the rug" when searching for the optimum energy function. AElnP says we cannot afford to allow such energies. The conclusion of this study is it is best not to sweep anything under the rug! We also considered two choices of criteria for correctness, in one case assigning correctness when the correct amino acid is predicted (Seq) and in the other case assigning correctness only when the correct amino acids and correct rotamer are both predicted (Struct). But we found little difference in the accuracy of the energy function when trained under these two criteria. We conclude that when we predict the correct amino acid, we also predict the correct rotamer. In other words, when the amino acid prediction is right, it is right for the right reason.
Our analysis of the dependencies of energy terms showed several strong correlations and anticorrelations. These relationships come from the imperfect separation of physical interaction types. For instance, the volume-based void space energy rewards tighter packing, but VDW attraction also rewards tighter packing. Also, forming a hydrogen bond between donor-acceptor pairs usually accompanies the increase of VDW repulsion from atoms near those pairs. Having stronger VDW repulsion usually means weaker VDW attraction. Hydrogen bonding interactions can be treated as a special type of charge-charge interactions. Existence of these correlations reflects nonadditivity of terms and will impair efforts to balance the energy function, since linearly combined energy terms cannot capture the crosstalk between terms. Applying cross terms in the energy function shows a promising improvement in overall side-chain prediction. Twenty amino acids, except Gly, all show enhancement of prediction to some extent when cross terms are used. Moreover, polar side (1) . c. The single terms (1) þ the cross terms in "separate" mode (21) . d. The single terms (1) þ the cross terms in "combined" mode (22) . e. The single terms (1) þ the amino acid reference energy (14) . f. The single terms (1) þ the cross terms in "combined" mode (22) þ the amino acid reference energy (14) . g. The modified single terms þ the amino acid reference energy; twostep optimization. h. Standard deviation of the number of false prediction over 20 amino acids.
chains gain the most benefit with cross terms, and this can be explained by the fact that seven out of 13 cross terms are related to hydrogen bonding. The improvement of prediction for nonpolar side chains, Phe, Pro, and Trp, and His can also be explained by the correction for overcounting by the VDW energy and void space energy terms.
Our study of the influence of the amino acid reference energy shows the best energy function requires both the corrections for the dependency of energy terms and for individual amino acids. With both, the prediction accuracy surpasses 80 percent when considering rotamers that are within top 6 percent of the lowest energy conformations. The overcounting of the energy can also be reverted by simply removing problematic energy terms, suggesting that highly correlated energy calculations should be avoided when creating an energy model. However, neither the cross terms nor the amino acid reference energy could completely correct the false prediction biases toward some amino acids, which produces nonnative like amino acid compositions in designed proteins. The distribution of predicted amino acids is comparable to the distribution of all proteins found in NCBI database only when distribution itself is introduced into the objective function (Fig. 2) , again showing the importance of a carefully constructed objective function.
Finally, a concern was raised that the design test was too easy. We only required that the energy function to select the correct rotamer for a single position, leaving all neighboring side chains fixed. This is unrealistic in the sense that a real design problem would have several neighboring side chains unfixed. But this was the test we selected for two reasons. First, updating the energy for a single side chain after changing the parameters of the energy function would require repacking the side chains. If this were done, the whole optimization process, which took tens of thousands of CPU hours as it is, would have taken millions of CPU hours. As such it was impossible even for the CCNI cluster. Second, we believed it was important to solve the easy problem first. If the energy function cannot predict the correct side chain given fixed neighbors, then there is no hope that it could solve the problem when the neighbors were not fixed.
Others have sought to optimize the energy function by machine learning, each with a different slant. Yanover et al. [59] used an objective function similar to our AElnP and trained a weighted sum of term (similar to (1)) on the problem of side-chain prediction. In Yanover's case, the identity of the amino acid was given. Even so, the prediction accuracy for the best method was only 82.6 percent, using a fine-grained rotamer library. As in our case, Ser and other polar side chains were the most problematic. Sharabi et al. [60] optimized a linear sum of terms against a database of interface side chains. In this case, the energy terms that were upweighted by the learning procedure made sense in the context of protein-protein interfaces. VDW was downweighted, as was the polar side-chain burial (similar to our (7)). Sharabi reasoned that because explicit water was not being considered, polar burial must be allowed. By optimizing for the recovery of side-chain conformation, they were able to also recover the native sequence, which mirrors our result in which sequencebased training recovered the side-chain structure. In both cases, the sequence answer was right for the right structural reason. Leaver-Fay et al. [61] used a variety of structural metrics to evaluate three specific hypotheses to improve the Rosetta energy function. One metric was over/under prediction numbers, which we also used. This led to improvements in sequence recovery by smoothing the knowledge-based ; potential, a change that could not have been discovered by machine learning. Rosetta's sequence recovery rates ($38 percent) are better than ours (25 percent) when the energy is expressed as a linear sum (1), but we were able to recover as much as 53 percent of the sequence when we added cross terms with reference weights (see Table 5 ).
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